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OBJECTIVBS

. Investigate a genetically inherited trait and apply the Hardy-weinberg

Principle to a population.
. Compare a[e1e 

-frequencies 
within thre classroom to North American

averages.
. Demonstrate the stability of allele frequencies over five generations in an

idqal Hardy-!.Veinberg p opulation.

' Examine the effects of selection, heterozygous advantage, and genetic

drift on allele frequencies in a simulated mating oxercise'

MATERTALS

MATERIALS NEEDED PER STUDENT

PTC paper
Control paper

4 Index cards
1 Coin

PROCEDURE

A. Calculating Allele Frequencies Using the Hardy*Weinberg Principle

Testing different individuals' ability to taste PTC (phenytthiocarbamide) is

a good way to demonstrate the Hardy-Weinberg principle. Homazygous-

aominant (AA) and heterozygous (Aa) individuals can taste this bitter chemical,

although homozygous-recessive (aa) individuals cannot. Use yorr class as a

representative pdfiulation to calculate the frequencies of the two alleles with

the Hardy-Weinberg equation.

(Jse each strip of PTC and control test paper only once' Do not

share test papers with other studer-tts in your class-

Ifyou preJ'er not to use PTC pape\ or dywwoutd like ta extend this

activity,.you malt refer to the "Alternative Tiaits" seclion on pages

tl-II in this handout, and select ane or morc traits to examine'

l. Obtain a piece of PTC test paper.

2. " Placeit on your tongUe and note whether you can detect a bitter taste-

3. Obtain a piece of control paper and place it on your tongue. Comparing

the control paper with the PTC paper will help determine whether you

, detected a taste on the PTC paper.

4. Record your results in Table I iu the Analysis section of the lab'

5. Tally the results for the entire class and cnter the resnlts in Table 2, Calculate

the frequencies for each allele, using the Hardy-Weinberg equation, in the

Analysis section. Be sure to show your work.

{-}sed test papers may be disposed afwith general waste'
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